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From the Editor
Welcome to this winter edition of the LRG Newsletter.
Another issue, another lockdown. As we find
ourselves amid a second wave of COVID infections,
our Christmas Party – one of the stand-out events of
the LRG calendar – has sadly had to be postponed,
with this year's AGM moving online for the very first
time (see page 2). Despite lockdown 2.0, however,
the LRG's online events have gone from strength
to strength, continuing to offer our members
opportunities to brush up on their skills.
Following on from her introduction to Jane Jones's
expertly led Zoom tour of Dulwich in our August
issue, Pamela Mayorcas returns with a more detailed
walkthrough on pages 4 and 5 of this Newsletter. You

can also read Pamela's review of our September
session on the whys and wherefores of PII for
translators on pages 6 and 7. Last but not least,
Charlotte Smith-Stephen offers her reflections
on our October remote simultaneous interpreting
seminar on pages 8 and 9.
Our 'View from the booth' column also returns on
page 3, where Cecilia Lipovsek discusses working
from home, while Jessica Ghui joins us for this
month's LRG Member Interview on page 10.
So, without any further ado, please enjoy the content on
offer in this November edition of the LRG Newsletter!
Nicholas Nicou, Editor

Committee News
The Committee is looking forward to the 2020 AGM,
which this year will be held using GoToWebinar,
on Thursday, 10 December 2020 at 19:00 – see
Forthcoming Events (page 2) for more information.
•
Committee meetings have continued using
GoToMeeting and we are very grateful to ITI for making
this facility available to us. We have also made extensive
use of email for dealing with the nuts and bolts of
keeping the LRG going in this strangely difficult time.
•
On Sunday, 15 November 2020, the LRG Yahoo
Group migrated to Groups.io, with notices to that
effect having been posted in the Yahoo Group. If you
have any queries about accessing or using the Groups.
io platform, please email webmaster@iti-lrg.org.uk.
•
We are very sorry that Natalie Clarke will be stepping
down from the Committee – Nathalie is expecting a
happy event in early December and we wish her all the
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very best. On behalf of the Group, our thanks are due
to Natalie for her hard work and enthusiasm.
•
We are delighted that Jessica Ghui, a new LRG
member, has offered to help with the task of recruiting
volunteers for writing up our events, both for the LRG
Newsletter and the ITI Bulletin. Find out more about
Jessica in our Member Interview on page 10.
•
Talking of events, Committee member Débora
Chobanian created a fantastic event on RSI, which is
reviewed on pages 8 to 9 of this issue. The session
attracted a large audience of members and non-members
alike, and we are indebted to Débora for organising it.
•
On behalf of the whole Committee, may I take this
opportunity to thank everyone for their support throughout
2020 and to wish everyone a happy and healthy 2021.
Pamela Mayorcas, LRG Chairman
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Committee News
(Continued)
Forthcoming
events
Professional Liability insurance: what it is
and why you need it [organised by ITI]

Annual and Financial Reports, to elect a new Committee
for 2021, and to hear about the Committee’s plans for
the year ahead.

• Cost: free [ITI members only]

To book: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/iti-londonregional-group-2020-agm-tickets-122363726199

Members who attended the webinar on PII that
we arranged with McParland Finn in September may
be interested in this webinar with Towergate, arranged
by ITI.

Tips & Hints That Have Proved Effective In
The Time Of COVID-19

Please note that this webinar is for ITI members only.

• Cost: free for LRG members; £5 for non-LRG
members

Tuesday, 8 December 2020, 11:00-12:00

To book: bit.ly/2V0P9ca

ITI LRG Annual General Meeting 2020 –
Online
Thursday, 10 December 2020, 19:00-21:00

Much as we had been looking forward to our annual
Christmas Party, welcoming you with a drink and
enjoying the traditional buffet, current circumstances
mean it is, sadly, not to be. However, we look forward
to seeing you online, drink in hand, to receive the 2020

Thursday, 21 January 2021, 16:30-17:30

Members of the LRG have been invited to speak for
five minutes on a tool or strategy they have found
invaluable during the restrictions of COVID-19.
Participants are invited to ask questions and to add
hints and tips of their own.
The LRG's own Nathalie Reis will moderate the session.
To book: lrgtipscovid19.eventbrite.co.uk

LRG CPD activities for members
During COVID-19, the LRG regular programme
of CPD and social and networking events has,
wherever possible, moved online. Our events are
also open to non-members.
For updates on all upcoming events, please always
check the following social media:
Website: http://www.iti-lrg.org.uk
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ITILRG
Groups.io: https://groups.io/g/iti-lrg
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/ITI-London-RegionalGroup-420785661324621/
To subscribe to the LRG's Groups.io e-group,
please send an email to: webmaster@iti-lrg.org.uk
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Welcome to our
new LRG members!
Sarah Baily
Sabrina Chapman
Carolina Olivieri
Paolo Giuseppe Caruso
Damian Wordenweber
Daniel Farey-Jones
Jessica Ghui
Rami Kohli
Udo Jorg
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A view from the booth

Diplomatic interpreter Cecilia Lipovsek offers an interpreter's perspective in her quarterly column

Borrowing a page from
translators' rule book

Y

es, COVID-19 has turned
all our worlds upside down
as the pandemic drags on
and restrictions show their
challenging face once again.
In the past seven months, we
interpreters have mastered the art
of remote interpreting and learned
more than we probably ever wished
to about cables, gadgets, broadband
frequencies, and redundancy systems
while we continue to hope for a return
to traditional, in-person conferences
and interpreting booths.
As much as I miss being looked after
by professional sound technicians,
chatting with colleagues during coffee
breaks, and the physical constraints of
a two-square-metre booth, I cannot
help letting my survival instinct kick in
and finding ways to improve this whole
working-from-home (WFH) situation.
Therefore, I have been finding
myself going many years back to my
WFH translator days and the tricks and
habits that used to keep me happy and
productive.
Interpreters are nomadic creatures by
nature – the nature of our work, that is.
The peak interpreting season often finds
us living out of our carry-on suitcase and
doing our shopping at the airport. We
carry our offices with us in our handbag/
backpack of choice, and portability is
one of the main features we seek.
Unsurprisingly, I have never had the
need to keep a fully set-up office at

home as my local independent coffee
shop used to do the trick wonderfully
(and deliciously) well.
These days, it is a completely
different story. Grounded, just like the
airplanes of the world, I have been
spending the money I usually save
for fancy clothes on technology: an
Ethernet cable, a printer, USB headsets,
Diva Ring Lights, and even a desktop
computer. At least my home desk now
resembles a cockpit.
I have also reintroduced the
‘tech tools’ section to my CV. Just as
translators list CAT tools, I now list the
many RSI platforms I am versed in, and
I am ready to share a list of my gadgets
with clients and tech support.
My workspace has changed, too. It
has grown bigger and more complex
with the addition of folding screens to
reduce echo and increase privacy when
on camera, all the extra technology, and
– unthought-of until now – the very
necessary redundancy systems to make
sure I am never, ever, off-grid.
Comfort and sturdiness have
replaced style and portability when
choosing implements, as well as
furniture. I can honestly say that, until
now, I had not seen the need for an
ergonomic chair. Since last week, my
newly acquired seat also has a faux
sheep skin to make it even comfier
during the winter months.
Work habits and daily routines have
come to the forefront as I jump from
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one meeting or job to the next while
sitting at the same desk and staring
at the same screen. I had seriously
underestimated the importance
of buffer time and how physically
getting ready for, and getting to, an
assignment helps you mentally prepare
for it as well. Not to mention the vital
adrenaline-regulating return home once
done for the day or the convenience of
catered food and hotel breakfasts.
So, I have gone back to some of my
old rules, such as never working in my
PJs or wearing slippers during business
hours; never working in bed or on the
sofa – these spaces are reserved for my
‘personal time’, marking the start and
end of my working day with a short
walk to get coffee in the morning and
to get some air in the evening; packing
my lunch for the next day to avoid
wasting billable time cooking; and
not replying to emails after hours,
even if I see the notifications while
watching Netflix.
It is remarkable how similar my
interpreting-from-home days are to my
old translating-from-home ones.
No offence, but I would rather live out
of my suitcase and dine at the hotel bar.
Cecilia is a London-based corporate,
diplomatic, and conference interpreter
specialising in Latin America. She is also a
guest lecturer, an amateur photographer,
and tango dancer. Find her at www.
multilateral.london
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Reviews of recent events

A STROLL THROUGH

DULWICH

VILLAGE

In this extended version of a piece originally appearing in the August 2020 LRG Newsletter, Pamela Mayorcas
offers a more extensive walkthrough of Jane Jones's virtual tour of Dulwich Village

D

ulwich Village is unique in
the way it has been able to
keep its village character
in the midst of urban
sprawl. Sited between Brixton to the
west and East Dulwich and Peckham
to the north, Dulwich lies in the
London Borough of Southwark.
Jane’s planned route took us from
North Dulwich Station – the entry
point to the Dulwich Estate, built
in 1866 by the London Brighton
and South Railway Company – due
south through Dulwich Village,
down to the South Circular (A205),
then back up to Dulwich Gallery,
a distance of some 2 km. She told
us she planned to concentrate on
three main aspects: the Dulwich
Estate, schools, and community.
The origins of Dulwich go back
to the early 17th century, when
Edward Alleyn, an actor and theatre
manager, bought the piece of land
known as Dulwich, also known
as ‘Dill Wysse’ or ‘meadow of
dill’. Alleyn had become wealthy
through managing the Bankside
bear-baiting pits.
Jane pointed out some of the
characteristic features of the Village

– the old-fashioned, white, wooden
finger posts (pictured), the grass
verges that run all around the
Village, bounded by white posts
and chains – all maintained by the
Dulwich Estate.
The Dulwich Estate
The Dulwich Estate grew out of the
original foundation, and the charity
still owns and manages the entire
area and owns the shop leases.
Up until the 1960s, all the houses
were leasehold, but gradually
residents have been able to
purchase the freehold.
Nonetheless, they continue to
pay an annual fee for upkeep of
all amenities (£128 per year), the
verges, and common areas. Any
surplus income is distributed to
beneficiaries of the foundation.
Jane pointed out that there
are pros and cons to living on
the Estate. Everything looks
very nice and well-kempt, but
the Estate maintains a tight grip
on any developments and on
the maintenance and appearance
of the buildings, which is
more rigorous than is the norm
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for conservation areas.
Unusually, there is a burial ground
right in the middle of Dulwich
Village, which – again unusually – is
not attached to a church. Edward
Alleyn established the Old Dulwich
Burial Ground in 1616, with some
notable graves including those of
Old Bridget, ‘Queen of the Gypsies’;
Samuel Matthews, the ‘Dulwich
Hermit’; and 35 plague victims.
Down Carlton Avenue is St
Barnabas’s Church, which was
rebuilt in 1996 after a fire in 1992
and has a striking glass spire – the
first in England – designed by an
American architect. This gave rise
to much discussion at the local
planning meetings, with residents
somewhat concerned at having the
spire illuminated at night.
Tracking back to Dulwich
Village road, Jane showed us the
Crown and Greyhound Pub, an
amalgamation of two pubs and
known locally as 'The Dog'. After a
recent refurbishment, the pub has
reopened with a boutique hotel at
the back and a pleasant garden.
Opposite the pub are some little
cottages and shops that have changed
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very little over the past century.
Further along, Jane showed us the
first two examples of fine Georgian
houses, popular with city merchants
as being close to the city but offering
the advantage of country air. The
huge gardens are open to the public
twice a year in June, and visitors can
also enjoy tea and homemade cake
and live music – something to look
forward to in 2021.
At the end of Dulwich Village,
the road splits in two, into College
Road and Gallery Road. On
the right is the old Grammar
School, designed by Sir Charles
Barry, architect of the Houses
of Parliament. Straight ahead is
Christ’s Chapel of God’s Gift at
Dulwich, the first of the buildings
funded by Edward Alleyn to be
completed.
From College Road, Dulwich
Park, one of the last Victorian Parks
in London, can be entered through
its Old College Gate. It is said that
Queen Mary would come in May to
visit the rhododendrons, imported
from America.
Adjacent to the park is one of
the largest Georgian houses in the
Village, Bell House, built in 1768
as a country retreat for a wealthy
businessman. At the front of the
house is a haw-haw, an 18thcentury landscape feature designed
to maintain the illusion of a house
standing in the midst of a rural
expanse but preventing animals
from coming right up to the house.
Further down College Road
is Dulwich College, with its
wonderful gates and coat of arms.
The college was built by Charles
Barry Junior in 14th-century Italian
style with a campanile; famous
alumni of the college include P.G.
Wodehouse and Chiwetel Ejiofor.

Further up the road is the last
operational tollgate in London; to
continue along College Road, which
goes uphill to Crystal Palace Bridge,
requires a payment of £1.20.
Surrounding the Village are the
Dulwich Woods, a remarkable
remnant of ancient woodland,
owned by the Woodland Trust and
part of the Great North Wood that
once spanned from Deptford to
Selhurst.
Dulwich Picture Gallery
We ‘retraced’ our steps to
the Dulwich Picture Gallery, the first
purpose-built public art gallery in
Britain, which opened in 1817. It
is privately owned and receives
no government funding, so it
charges an entrance fee. The
education department puts on
a huge number of events and
does a great deal for community
and outreach. Its lovely gardens
are home to 20 species of trees,
including an ancient mulberry.
The founders of the art collection
were Sir Francis Bourgeois, artist
and art dealer, and Noël Desenfans
and his wife Margaret Morris. The
core collection is based on pictures
collected by the founders on behalf
of the King of Poland, who had
commissioned them to assemble
Old Masters from across Europe for
the Polish National Collection.
When the King of Poland was
forced to abdicate, the two men
bequeathed the pictures to Dulwich
College and commissioned their
friend, Sir John Soane, to design a
building and, most unusually,
to incorporate a mausoleum
for themselves and their wives.
The design of the building is
quite austere, with Greek and
Egyptian influences.
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Jane drew our attention to
the shape of the cupola; Sir
Giles Gilbert Scott, designer of
Battersea and Bankside Power
Stations, had visited the gallery and
drew inspiration for his iconic K2
telephone kiosk.
Jane gave us a taste of the
paintings we would have seen
at the Gallery: Girl at a Window
(Rembrandt); The Flower Girl
(Murillo); Portrait of Jacob de
Gheyn III (Rembrandt) – which is
touted as the world’s most-stolen
painting; Mrs Elizabeth Moody
(Gainsborough); and A View of
Walton Bridge (Canaletto).
The final part of Jane’s talk
concentrated on the importance
of community in Dulwich Village.
It is quite a low-key place, affluent
but not ostentatious – a nice, quiet
place to live while at the same time
close to central London.
There is an active Dulwich
Society that fosters and safeguards
amenities in the area, funds a
lot of local initiatives, and gets
involved with the Estate’s planning
decisions. There is a strong culture
of volunteering; many of the
same volunteers support the
Dulwich Society, the churches,
Dulwich Picture Gallery, and
The Bell House. There are also a
number of sports clubs and many
cultural events.
Jane finished by acknowledging
the help of her husband, Ian Jones,
for the wonderful photographs;
fellow Dulwich Player Jan Rae, for
hosting the Zoom session; and the
LRG Committee, for suggesting the
walk and talk.
For more photos from the walk,
please see page 7 of the August
2020 LRG Newsletter
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Reviews of recent events

UNDER
COVER

In September, the LRG hosted a special online webinar on the whys and wherefores of professional
indemnity insurance for freelance linguists. Pamela Mayorcas reports

W

e were delighted to
be able to start our
autumn season with
an online seminar
on a topic that is frequently raised
in discussions among freelance
translators – do I need professional
indemnity insurance (PII), how
does it work, and how much does
it cost?
We were very lucky to be able
to welcome two representatives
of McParland Finn (https://www.mf-l.co.uk/), Ian Bush and Darren
Hewitt, for the session. Ian kicked
off the seminar by providing some
background for the company,
which is an independent specialist
insurance broker with more than
20 years’ experience in providing
PII to a variety of professions,
including translation companies
and freelance translators.
PII: what is it?
Ian explained that PII will protect
you should you face claims or
allegations of negligence in the
conduct of your professional
business, including actual or
alleged mistakes in a translation.

Your PII policy will cover you
for the amount of the claim itself
as well as the costs of defending
the claim.
Minimum cover of £50,000
was recommended, for which the
annual premium can start at a very
reasonable £50. The amount of
cover for translators and translation
companies can range from £10,000
to several million pounds.
Ian explained that any services
provided to a client – whether
direct or indirect (e.g. a translation
company) – and that the client
relies on, can give rise to a claim.
As the service provider, you have a
duty of care to provide services to
a reasonable standard, ‘exercising
reasonable skill and care’. If a
client is not satisfied or it can be
shown that a duty of care has been
breached, they may make a claim
against you.
PII policies may not cover you
for business all over the world,
or wherever you are working in
the world. Ian warned that some
policies exclude certain countries
or jurisdictions (e.g. the US or
Canada), so it is very important to
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check the jurisdictions in which you
are covered.
In most cases, the terms of your
policy should include specific
reference to the following:
geographical limits – the areas of
the world where your work can be
undertaken; and jurisdiction limits
– the areas of the world where,
if claims are brought against you,
cover would apply.
Keeping cover
Both Ian and Darren stressed the
importance of maintaining PII
cover even after you have ceased
trading, whether that is because
you have retired, for family reasons,
or because you have moved to
a staff job. Liability persists for a
considerable period.
In other words, you must have
cover at the time the claim is
made, even if you had cover at
the time that you had returned
the translation but had since then
ceased to be covered. Both Ian
and Darren advised a minimum of
six years between the end of your
professional activity and ceasing to
have a PII policy.
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It is also very important not to tell
the client that you have referred
the matter to insurers; once clients
know this, they may well increase
the amount of their claim.
For a claim to be triggered under
the policy, the client has first to
bring a claim against you and/or
claim negligence. Your next step
must be to notify your insurer
or broker immediately. Your PII
provider will examine the claim and,
if necessary, engage an expert to
determine whether you are, in any
way, liable.
Why might it be needed?
In the majority of cases, claims
against translators arise because
of: genuine errors in the translation;
typographical errors; and
disagreements regarding the use
of language.
The complaint may come in the
form of a recorded letter, an email,
or a phone call. It is important to
note that the claim does not have to
be justified to be notifiable under
the terms of your professional
indemnity insurance.
Darren stressed the importance
of informing your insurer the
moment you are notified of a
claim; the insurer will guide you
through the whole process and
handle the matter on your behalf.
He repeatedly stressed that you
should not enter into any kind
of direct discussion or negotiation
with the complainant; it is
essential to stay cool, not to
overreact.
Even more importantly, you
should not try to negotiate a
settlement or seek or pay for legal
advice. None of this is covered by
your PII policy; on the contrary, it
may invalidate the terms of your
insurance.

Once you have notified your
insurer, you must cooperate with
them in every way possible.
Cover will generally include: the
costs incurred in settling any claim
(usually the costs of rectifying errors
or omissions within your work); any
costs incurred in defending the
claim; and any costs incurred by the
claimant in bringing the claim.
A claim is defined as a demand
for damages, notice of an intention
to pursue legal proceedings
(verbally or in writing), and any
correspondence from solicitors that
refers to ‘pre-action protocol’.
Your insurance covers you for any
compensation or damages from
claims first made against you during
the period that the policy is in
force, even if – as mentioned earlier
– the claim relates to work done
before then.
If a claim is made against you and
you ignore it, and the PII insurer
decides the claim is justified, then
you have a problem.
If you breach the terms of the
policy, the consequences could be:
reduction in any payment for the
claim because of any ‘prejudice’
caused to insurers; refusal to cover
the claim; and voiding of the policy.
Darren pointed out that complaints,
claims, and grumbles can be part
and parcel of providing a service to
clients. He added that a claim does
not have to have merit to be pursued
by the client. He also stressed that
translators should always feel free to
contact their provider for guidance
and advice before embarking on a
translation project – for example,
should the client insist on terms that
you feel are unreasonable or that
might lead to issues.
Darren warned against attempts
to extend your duty of care beyond
the use of ‘reasonable skill and
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care’; the client has to prove that
you have not done this or that a
similarly qualified translator would
not have produced the same
result. A provider would call upon
a panel of translators, known to
them, to establish whether a claim is
reasonable or not.
Part of the insurer’s duty is to
ensure that the client (you) is
clearly aware of the services being
provided; to ensure that any advice
given is recorded in writing and
kept on file; and to take time to
review all documents before they
are released.
Pragmatic approach
Darren pointed out that insurers
tend to be pragmatic and seek to
reduce costs, so they may advise
that it is better to settle the matter
rather than fight it, even if you have
a strong case.
Surprisingly, however, we also
learned that many claims that
arise under a PII policy go away.
Clients who may start off being
extremely angry not infrequently
drop their claim once they have
received a reasonable letter back,
explaining why their claim is not
receivable. The file will be closed
and the translator will hear no more
about it.
Fixed premiums are usually
offered; in other words, the
premium is not based on previous
claims or on future likely claims.
We would like to thank Ian
and Darren for taking the time to
offer their insight into PII to LRG
members.
ITI is holding a webinar on
professional liability insurance on
8 December 2020. See page 2 for
more details
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Reviews of recent events

REGEARING

FOR RSI

In October, LRG Interpreters' Representative Débora Chobanian led a comprehensive and practical webinar on
remote simultaneous interpreting together with some very special guests. Charlotte Smith-Stephen reports

O

n Friday, 30 October
2020, I attended this
in-depth and practical
session on remote
simultaneous interpreting (RSI)
with expert advice from Rich
O'Donoghue, Cecilia Lipovsek,
and Jan Rausch, coordinated and
presented by Débora Chobanian. All
the speakers shared their insight into
the advent of remote interpreting,
which has become an essential part
of our working life.
I was unsure of what to expect,
having simply come from the
space of ‘how do you do this and
concentrate?’ with respect to the
not-inconsiderable task of providing
simultaneous interpretation and
dealing with what is – to some of us
– very new technology.
While online platforms allow us
to do our important work, they
perhaps lack the familiarity and
ease of traditional booth work
(or even, more simply, whispered
simultaneous interpreting, which –
with my experience in healthcare
and NGO settings – I am certainly
more comfortable with).
So, at the end of the week and

seeking any assistance that would
help to distract me from looking
at my own face on Zoom while
trying to engage with new clients
and topics, I learned instead which
microphones provide the best
sound quality; how to soundproof
your workspace to recreate a voice
booth (imagine throwing a ping
pong ball off the walls and seeing
where the echo comes from to
imagine how your voice bounces
across the room); and how to
take the background noise out of
recording.
It would seem that a lot of clients
are also asking for recordings of
sessions now, so knowledge in this
area is essential – and Rich had
plenty of it. There were even tips
from one of the participants on a
soundless keyboard ('2.4G Wireless
Quiet Keyboard and Mouse set', for
anyone who is interested).
The key take-away from Rich's talk
was that the better your equipment
and set-up is, the easier it is for
you to focus on the work itself and
produce the best sound for clients.
Cecilia took a more holistic
approach, looking at the way life
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had changed for interpreters used
to travelling to different cities and
countries to attend conferences
and meetings.
Home sweet office
Changing your home into a home
office is certainly something that
should be taken seriously. Again,
the power and quality of your
equipment, such as computer
memory, is something to be
considered; as Cecilia pointed
out, an investment may need to
be made here instead of spending
money on new outfits for work.
On that subject, she delved into
the psychology of working from
home and concluded that putting
on her ‘interpreter costume’, as
she calls it, was something that got
her into the right mindset – which,
as fellow interpreters will know, is
essential – and something she had
always done before assignments.
Creating a new routine to
replace the other, currently-onhold jet-set-interpreter lifestyle
could be a very beneficial tool for
overcoming feelings of isolation
during lockdown and the cognitive
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overload associated with adopting
new work methods such as RSI, as
well as for getting used to changes
in the marketplace.
These changes were also
discussed, including how
assignments now tend to be shorter;
how there is more competition –
because anyone with an internet
connection potentially has access to
the same jobs in this more ‘global’
marketplace; and how some linguists
have experienced more pressure on
fees during the pandemic.
Cecilia had some positive
thoughts for those overwhelmed
by this sometimes-frustrating new
world, such as understanding the
service you provide and the value
you bring to the marketplace;
embracing the fact that change
always brings opportunity; and
suggesting leading with kindness
towards others – a ‘lean-in’ for the
interpreter world.
Jan Rausch spoke about the many
interpreting platforms that exist,
which may come to a surprise to
you if you have only ever used
Zoom! A veteran in this field, he
was able to compare and contrast

these platforms for features such
as relay, which allows you to listen
to your virtual booth partner and
the speaker at once, and speaker
view. Platforms discussed included
Interprefy, VoiceBoxer, Interactio,
and KUDO.
Using Zoom
Finally, given that it is clear that RSI is
something that is not going to fade
away completely – even once the
pandemic is less of a global concern
– Débora Chobanian offered
practical tips on the use of Zoom.
This is the platform most clients are
using for their interpreting needs,
as it is a) the platform they are
most familiar with, and b) they are
not ready to invest in interpreter
platforms or get used to their
different features and functions.
One useful point here is that
Zoom does not automatically
update and that you have to do
this manually. This can interfere
with your being able to access a
meeting, so it is worth bearing in
mind, as is ensuring you have a fast
broadband connection, a decent
headset, and a powerful computer.
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If the latter is not something
you are blessed with and you do
not have the means to upgrade
as yet, then the advice is to close
all other windows and run Zoom
only; Débora has seen a few
cases of colleagues dropping out
of meetings due to computer
overload or poor wifi. One solution
is the installation of an internet
‘failover’ service, which will kick in
should your broadband connection
fail you.
It was interesting to hear that,
in a lot of cases, clients will
perceive bad sound as bad
interpreting, so all the tips from
Rich combined with Débora’s
are a must for those who want to
ensure their RSI assignments are
as smooth and as professionalsounding as possible!
Charlotte Smith-Stephen is
a Chartered Linguist with more
than 15 years’ translation
and conference interpreting
experience, specialising in
healthcare, child protection,
and court depositions. Contact
her at cmesmith@hotmail.com
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LRG Member interview
Jessica Ghui
In this issue, we caught up with new LRG member
Jessica Ghui about her experiences as a translator
Tell us a little bit about your background.
I was born in Cardiff but brought up in West Wales.
Growing up, I was fascinated by different languages
and was fortunate enough to have the opportunity
to explore this through travel and schooling.
I decided to focus on French and Italian for my BA
at Oxford, then followed this with a Master's in
Translation Studies at Cardiff University. I found
studying translation theory particularly stimulating
as it gave me a greater awareness of decisions that I
make in my own translation practice.
After my studies, I worked as a freelance
translator and project manager in a
small agency before moving to work in
education at primary level.
When did you first become
interested in languages?

As I got older, I started to branch out, taking German
GCSE and Spanish AS-level. I also remember finding
the Cyrillic alphabet in the back of a dictionary
at home and settling down to learn it for fun as a
teenager!
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I found I had really missed it, hence the decision to
re-establish myself as a translator while also doing
teaching and support work.
Have you attended any interesting translation
webinars recently?
As well as attending my first LRG event in October on
PII, I attended the British Library’s W.G. Sebald
Lecture 'The Myths and Mysteries of Literary
Translation' in July. Translating literature
had been a passion of mine during my
studies, and it was wonderful to have that
rekindled.

I’m just getting off the ground setting up my
freelancing business, so that’s the big project at
the moment!

My mother and father could both speak French, and
I found it intriguing that they could communicate in a
different language when on holiday.

I really loved my MA, but in my early twenties I
discovered I needed a little more structure than

The languages ‘itch’ never went away, though: I was
asked to do some French teaching earlier this year
and loved being able to work with languages again.

What kind of projects have you been
working on recently?

As a child, English was spoken at home
but my schoolwork was in Welsh: it
became second nature to have a dictionary
next to me while I was doing my homework,
as my Welsh vocabulary was not as extensive as in
English.

When and why did you decide to pursue a
career in translation?

freelancing to find my feet. After a couple of years, I
started working in education and gained experience
as a teaching assistant and tutor.

I’ve been picking up smaller pieces, volunteer, and
test translations ranging from texts on the moon,
pharmaceutical companies, and mental-health
support for refugees.
What are your plans for the future?
I’m trying not to look too far ahead into the future
as I’ve found that the ever-changing situation with
COVID-19 can make it difficult to stick to plans.
My aim, though, is to keep building my freelancing
business and see where this takes me.
Jessica is a freelance French to English translator,
teaching assistant, and French teacher. Find her at
jzgtranslations.com
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AROUND THE
WEB
Your regular digest of the top translation, interpreting, and
language-related news on the Net

'¡Arriba, Arriba!: why the most exciting shows on the small screen
are Spanish'
The Independent (bit.ly/2JbJL3A)
This piece explores why the popularity of Spanish-language
series is booming on streaming services such as Netflix.
'Best books of 2020: Fiction in translation'
The Financial Times (on.ft.com/3o0RDUo)
Ángel Gurría-Quintana selects his must-read titles translated
into English, including books originally written in French,
Italian, Japanese, Icelandic, Spanish, and Danish.
'Amazon hits trouble with Sweden launch over lewd translation'
The Guardian (bit.ly/39qoEoG)
This article explores recent machine translation-related errors
associated with Amazon's launch of a Swedish retail site –
ranging from the nonsensical to the vulgar.
'Language wars in Spain stoked by schools bill'
The Financial Times (on.ft.com/3qdP17B)
This article weighs up the debate over recent education reform
in Spain, where a legal reference to Spanish as the language of
instruction in the nation's schools has been deleted.
'Forensic linguists can make or break a court case. So who are
they and what do they do?'
Phys.org (bit.ly/3mbWyBp)
This piece looks at how forensic linguists offer their expert
opinion on a plethora of language-related legal dilemmas.
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Dates for your Diary
Tuesday,
8 December 2020
11:00-12:00

Professional Liability insurance: what it is and why you need it
[organised by ITI]
Cost: free [ITI members only]

Members who attended the webinar on PII that we arranged with McParland Finn in
September may be interested in this webinar with Towergate, arranged by ITI.
To book: bit.ly/2V0P9ca

Thursday,
10 December 2020
19:00-21:00

ITI LRG Annual General Meeting 2020 – Online
Cost: free

We look forward to seeing you online, drink in hand, to receive the 2020 Annual and
Financial Reports, to elect a new Committee for 2021, and to hear about the Committee’s
plans for the year ahead.
To book: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/iti-london-regional-group-2020-agmtickets-122363726199

Thursday,
21 January 2021
16:30-17:30

Tips & Hints That Have Proved Effective In The Time Of COVID-19
Cost: free for LRG members; £5 for non-LRG members

Members of the LRG have been invited to speak for five minutes on a tool or strategy they
have found invaluable during the restrictions of COVID-19.
To book: lrgtipscovid19.eventbrite.co.uk

Tuesday,
23 February 2021
19:30-21:00

LRG Chat – Online Speed Networking
Cost: free for all

To book: please look out for the link on iti-lrg.org.uk and groups.io/g/iti-lrg

LRG Committee contacts
Chairman & ITI Liaison
Pamela Mayorcas
info@iti-lrg.org.uk

Newsletter Editor
Nicholas Nicou
editor@iti-lrg.org.uk

Events Secretary
Marta Prieto
events@iti-lrg.org.uk

Treasurer
Oliver Walter
treasurer@iti-lrg.org.uk

Interpreters' Representatives
Lorna Sandler
adept.LRS@btinternet.com

Events Coordinator
Natalie Clark
events@iti-lrg.org.uk

Membership Secretary
Rebecca Hendry
membership@iti-lrg.org.uk

Débora Chobanian
dchob@hotmail.co.uk

Minutes Secretary
Pat Wheeler
pmlwheeler@gmail.com

Webmaster
Daniela Ford
webmaster@iti-lrg.org.uk

Publicity Officer
Nathalie Reis
n.reis@btinternet.com

IT adviser
Peter Linton
peter@lintononline.co.uk

The views expressed in authored articles are those of the writer(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the LRG or its Committee.
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